If you have any problem, Virginie Sans, cell phone: +(33) 6 80 99 63 43

**Map of RER A – Cergy prefecture with the view of the conference location:**

From RER A – Cergy prefecture stop to the conference site, please walk along Boulevard de d'Oise, then straight right to Boulevard du Port, CSTST'08/Avenue Adolphe Chauvin is the continuity of this street.

From RER C – Pontoise or SNCF Gare de Pontoise (coming from Paris Gare du Nord) to the conference site, please take the stairs / gateway, walk straight right, when you will see a small "café" named "Le nemrod", walk a little bit more, and take the next street on the left. ....it will be CSTST'08/Avenue Adolphe Chauvin.
Satellite view of the Université de Cergy Pontoise (site de saint martin):

coming from Boulevard du port (RER A), you will arrive near the entrance 2, take the stairs, the conference site is just in front of you!

coming from RER - C, you will arrive near the entrance 1, follow the indications.

coming from Hotel Campanile or Formule 1, take the gateway, you are at entrance 1, follow the indications.
Photo of the Université de Cergy Pontoise (site de saint martin):

To get to Cergy Pontoise Préfecture:

- Taxi
- RER A – Cergy prefecture
- Bus 95-18 (timetable is given on the conference website) from CDG Airport

coming from Boulevard du port, you will arrive near the entrance 2